
WYOMING CO. 4-H 
DOG OBEDIENCE TRAINING GUIDE

Obedience Class List

D-1    Grooming and Handling -Beginners
D-2    Grooming and Handling -Experienced Exhibitors
D-3    Beginner A (first year dog project members, all on lead)
D-4    Beginner B (returning student or dog, on lead)
D-5    Beginner C (AKC rules, some off lead)
D-5    Graduate Beginner A
D-6    Graduate Beginner B
D-7    Novice A
D-8    Novice B
D-9    Advanced Novice
D-10  Graduate Novice (w/dumbell)
D-11  Open
D-12   Brace Class
D-13   Four Man Team
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Graduate Beginner A/B 

• Equipment:  6 foot leash for down stay, shorter leash can be used for other
exercises; flat buckle or chain (no prong) collar, no tags hanging from collar

• Exercises:
1. Heel on Leash and Figure Eight [40 points]

- Judge’s Orders:  Forward, Right Turn, Left Turn, About Turn, Slow, Normal,
Fast, Halt, Exercise finished

- Figure eight is on leash as well, can go in either direction to start
- NQ:  constantly tugging on leash, constantly talking to dog, adapting to

dog’s pace
- Minor deductions: lagging, heeling wide, forging, crowding, poor sits,

failure to sit at a halt, other heeling imperfections; tightening or jerking of
the leash, handler who guides dog with leash, handler does not walk at
brisk pace; additional commands or signals to heel, failure of dog or
handler to speed up noticeably for fast, or slow down noticeably for slow

2. Stand for Examination (off lead) [40 points]
- Dog should stand in position before and during examination without

displaying resentment
- Judge’s Orders: stand your dog and leave when ready, back to your dog,

exercise finished
- Off leash:  Leash will be removed and given to steward at start of exercise
- On judge’s order, handler will stand/pose dog by method of handler’s

choice, taking reasonable time if chosen to pose dog as in conformation
show ring

- Must walk 6 feet away from dog
- NQ: dog sits or lies down, moves away from place where it was left either

before or during examination, or growls, snaps, or displays resentment
- Minor or substantial deductions: shyness (if extreme, NQ), moving feet at

any time, moving away after examination has been completed
3. Recall  (off lead) [40 points]

- Dog must come briskly and directly to handler and sit straight centered in
front of handler; dog must be close enough to handler so handler can touch
its head without excessive bending, stretching, or moving either foot;
manner in which dog finishes is optional though it should be prompt

- Judges’s Orders:  leave your dog, call your dog, finish
- Handler walks to other side of ring directly across from dog
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- NQ: additional command and/or signal to stay, fails to come on first
command or signal, moves from place it was left before being called or
signaled to come, does not sit close enough to handler

- Substantial deductions:  handlers extra command and/or signal to sit or
finish, dog that fails to remain sitting and either stands or lies down, fails to
come at a brisk trot or gallop, fails to sit in front, fails to finish or sit at heel

- Minor or substantial deductions:  slow or poor sits, finishes are not prompt
or smart, touching handler when coming in or while finishing, sitting
between handler/s feet

4. Sit Stay - get your leash [40 points]
- Dog remains in sit position while handler retrieves leash from a place 15

feet away in ring
- Judge’s orders:  sit your dog, leave your dog to get your leash, back to your

dog
- Command and/or signal dog to sit *without* touching dog or dog’s collar;

give command and/or signal to stay and walk forward to place designated
by judge for leash (leash will be 15 feet away from where dog is sitting,
placed in the ring); pick up leash, turn, and face the dog; return directly to
dog when directed by judge, walking around and in back of dog back into
heel position

- NQ:  dog moves a substantial distance away from place it was left any time
during the exercise, not remaining in sit position until handler returns to
heel position, repeated barking or whining

- Substantial deductions: resistance by dog to handler’s attempts to make it
sit, dog moves even a short distance from where it was left, barks or whines
only once or twice, changes from sit position after handler has returned to
heel position and before judge says exercise finished; *dog that does not
remain under control while leaving ring

5. Group Exercise - Down Stay (1 min, on lead) [40 points]. *6 foot leash
required for this exercise
- Dog remains in down position during entire exercise
- Only dogs that have qualified in all individual exercises are eligible for group

exercises
- Dogs on lead (6 foot leash) during exercise; exercise is 1 minute long; timing

begins when judge says to leave dog
- Handlers are required to exit ring with dogs under control and without

jumping, pulling, or tugging on the leash after exercise complete
- Dogs will be spaced minimum 6 feet apart and minimum of 4 feet from ring

barriers
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- Judge’s Orders:  down your dogs, leave your dogs, back to your dogs
- NQ: dog moves a substantial distance away from place where it was left

any time during the exercise, not remaining in the required position until
handler has returned to heel position, repeatedly barking or whining

- Substantial deductions:  dog that must be repositioned by handler if it is
out of position enough to interfere with an adjacent dog, dog moves even a
short distance from where it was left, barks or whines only once or twice,
changes position after handler has returned from heel position and before
judge says exercise finished; jerking or tightening leash before exercise
finished, dog does not remain under control while leaving the ring

- Minor or substantial deductions: touching dog or its collar while getting dog
into down position

*Maximum total score:  200 points
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